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No. Achievement Motivation Questionnaire SA A N D SD 

1. I can achieve anything without being dependent on anyone.      

2. Work pressure causes me depression.      

3. I do not care for social criticism when I meet with foclure in my 

attempts. 

     

4. If people think ill of me I get (Frustration)      

5. I do not attach values. Help.      

6. Only through can upto new things can be invented      

7. No body can raise you. You only shape your destiny      

8. Work is its own intrinsic reward.      

9. Failure is the stepping stone to success      

10. If I meet with foulane in my tank I ab and on that task.      

11. Only by committing mistakes we learn      

12. I believe that I can succeed if I go on trying.      

13. I shall risk my life for achieving my ambition.      

14. For any effect there is causal relationship      

15. Earning I prefer earning name to earning money      

16. I crave for honour      

17. I have strong belief that practice makes perfection.      

18. I feel that nothing is impossible.      

19. I have Nothing is impossible. Knowledge is that mightier than 

sword 

     

20. I never waste my time on gossips      

21. I consider spending time on spots and recreation is sheen waste 

of time. 

     

22. I shall not think of anything else before finishing my work      
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23. I spend a lot of time over reading books on biography.      

24. I am very much interested in Hobbles.      

25. I have a kit box for performing experiments.      

26. I am an active member in our school science club      

27. I am very much interested in literary pursuit      

28. I want to find out something novel      

29. I have faith that something for my can do country      

30. I visit industries and research institutions when occasion arises.      

31. I want to be an Edison of India.      

32. I spend my pocket money on buying books      

33. I want to become only a scientist      

34. I can become great as I mean it.      

35. I mean it sleep to furnish for ego my work in time      

36. I plan and execute things.      

37. I don’t want to be second to any body in any thing.      

38. When I succeed in doing thing I venture on difficult task.      

39. I am undaunted by failure or criticism.      

40. I don’t have the ability to accountish the great thing      

41. Only gifted people can achieve glary      

42. I want to bring credit to my instruction      

43. I here aspiration to become the Prime Minister of India.      

44. After computing my shedles I want to establish a factory of my 

own. 

     

45. I want to represent Indian team I cricket.      

46. Hard work is the only gateway to success.      

47. I don’t need the encouragement or recognition of same are else 

to do my work 

     

48. I like to take up the most challenging tas.      

49. I create opportunities and I don’t believe in luck.      

50. I am prepared to take risk.      

51. I go an working till I Acalise my aim      

52. Only rich people can attarm the highest position      
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53. Health is an impediment to my success      

54. I don’t need encouragement and prompt to do my work.      

55. I don’t strain much to do difficult task      

56. When difficult problem are given I usually a sold them.      

57. I get worried and exected. When I come across obstades while 

pay ming my task 

     

58. I don’t want to be under the station an or marcy body in my 

life. 

     

59. Perserence is the key to I success the state me.      

60. I shall find out medicines to care with and behalf and can 

parties. 

     

 

 


